Lesson Descriptions & Pricing
All lessons are once-per-wk. unless otherwise arranged.
See our comprehensive Studio Policy for info on makeup lessons, vacation dates, &
basic guidelines on the best formula for success with you (or your child’s) music study,
including how we will ensure helpful weekly assignments & timing for practice! J

Preschooler Group Classes
Preschoolers learn best through interactive games, hands-on discovery, and opportunities
for creative self-expression. Our preschool piano classes have been carefully crafted to
give your budding musicians the fun musical experience they've been begging for. An
exciting, encouraging environment sets the stage for creative learning and happy
discovery—exactly what your inquisitive little one needs when it comes to first
experiences with the piano. This developmentally appropriate piano class is a great first
step, laying a strong foundation for a successful transition later on into more advanced
study. Class sizes are small, with no more than 4-8 students. Each weekly class is 35
minutes long. While students are enrolled in the Preschool Class, there is no keyboard or
piano required for home use, though it is recommended in the long term.

Tuition: $85/month

Kindergarten-12th & Adult Class Options
Group Lessons
Group Lessons are taught in our state-of-the-art Piano Lab Classroom (usually only found
in college music departments) where all students have their own digital piano. These 50minute classes help students to truly enjoy the process of learning to read music and
understand rhythms in a more interactive setting (often easier and quicker learning of
these fundamentals occur). They also aid in oft-ignored ensemble skills (which involve
deeper listening and focus than just playing by yourself all the time), creating the next
generation of sought-after collaborative pianists—and simply put, loads of fun and
camaraderie for the older generation!

Tuition: $95/month

(More Lesson Options continued on next page)

Duet Lessons
These lessons are another package uniquely arranged at Piano Lab. We hand-pick
students who we believe would be well-matched (in age, level, temperament, learning
styles, repertoire interests, etc.) Each student gets a total of 45 min. (15 minutes of
private lesson time & 30 minutes of duo-lesson time).

Tuition: $120/month

Private Lessons
Private instruction assists in the continued development of the student's individual,
maturing musical voice. As overall technique improves (with more scales, chords, and
arpeggios, to use the jargon) and a student starts to really build a wider variety of solo
repertoire, private lessons will be especially helpful.
Tuition for PRIVATE Lessons:

$125/month (30-min.)
$180/month (45/min.)
$240/month (60-min.)

Lesson Packages
Want to have the best of all possible worlds at Piano Lab? We can arrange that! Just let
us know what you'd like to include: a combination of group & private lessons? Twice
per week lessons? Specific styles and areas (Baroque to Classical, Jazz, Pop, Theory,
Composition, etc.)? Say the word, and we'll work with you to create a specialized
program, schedule, & tuition package to meet your needs!

Piano Lab Conservatory Prep
Available through audition only, this program provides our most serious students with a
specially designed, accelerated college-prep education. Our Faculty work together to
create a customized course of graded piano study, including major repertoire (in line
with conservatory audition requirements), advanced theory, technique, and performance
opportunities. Scholarships are also available for students showing both financial need &
merit.

Tuition: same as Private Lesson Rates listed above.

Ask us about our Family Discounts!
Right now, you can get 20% off the second Family Member’s tuition!

